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Abstract

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in models that generate natural
language explanations (NLEs) for their decisions. However, training a model to
provide NLEs requires the acquisition of task-specific NLEs, which is time- and
resource-consuming. A potential solution is the out-of-domain transfer of NLEs
from a domain with a large number of NLEs to a domain with scarce NLEs but
potentially a large number of labels, via few-shot transfer learning. In this work,
we introduce three vanilla approaches for few-shot transfer learning of NLEs for
the case of few NLEs but abundant labels, along with an adaptation of an existing
vanilla fine-tuning approach. We transfer explainability from the natural language
inference domain, where a large dataset of human-written NLEs exists (e-SNLI),
to the domains of (1) hard cases of pronoun resolution, where we introduce a small
dataset of NLEs on top of the WinoGrande dataset (small-e-WinoGrande), and (2)
commonsense validation (ComVE). Our results demonstrate that the transfer of
NLEs outperforms the single-task methods, and establish the best strategies out of
the four identified training regimes. We also investigate the scalability of the best
methods, both in terms of training data and model size.

1 Introduction

Recent developments have made it possible for AI models to learn from natural language explanations
(NLEs) for the ground-truth labels at training time and generate such explanations for their decisions
at deployment time [Park et al., 2018, Camburu et al., 2018, Hendricks et al., 2016, Kim et al.,
2018, Ling et al., 2017, Rajani et al., 2019, Camburu et al., 2020, Narang et al., 2020, Kumar and
Talukdar, 2020]. Such models are inspired by how humans learn (not only from labels but also from
demonstrations and explanations Lombrozo, 2012, 2006) and explain themselves in natural language.

In order to train a model to generate NLEs, it is required that humans annotate a training dataset with
NLEs. However, large datasets of explanations, such as e-SNLI [Camburu et al., 2018], are time-
consuming and expensive to gather. One approach to solve this problem is to transfer explanations
from a different domain, via few-shot or zero-shot transfer learning. The usual setup for few-shot
out-of-domain transfer learning consists of transfer learning from a “parent” task, with abundant
training examples, to a “child” task that only has a few training examples [Thrun, 1996, Ravi and
Larochelle, 2017]. In a contemporary work, Marasović et al. [2021] show that prompt engineering
can help in few-shot out-of-domain transfer of NLEs in the case where the training labels are also
scarce.

In this work, we assume that apart from the few training NLEs on the child task and the abundant
NLEs on the parent task, there are abundant training labels for both tasks. Given the advent of deep
learning in the last years, one may easily find themselves in this scenario. If one already has a large
dataset with labels as child task, it would not be of any use to give up a large proportion of it just
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so that the few-shot regime applies equally to labels and NLEs. To our knowledge, there is only
one existing work in this setting, that of Erliksson et al. [2021], who introduce a vanilla fine-tuning
method on top of the zero-shot WT5 model [Narang et al., 2020]. Their work follows that of Narang
et al. [2020] who show a proof-of-concept for NLE transfer across domains without any training
NLEs on the child task (zero-shot), but who use the largest T5 model (with 11B parameters) [Raffel
et al., 2019] to obtain those results. Erliksson et al. [2021] adapt this approach to the more practical
few-shot setup via a simple fine-tuning method on top of a smaller zero-shot WT5 model [Narang
et al., 2020]. Unfortunately, the strength of their conclusions is limited by the fact that they use only
automatic evaluation metrics, which have been shown to only weakly correlate with human judgment
[Kayser et al., 2021].

In this work, we introduce three few-shot transfer learning methods for NLEs that utilize the abundant
training labels for both parent and child tasks. Together with the fourth method adapted from Erliksson
et al. [2021], they are vanilla combinations of multi-task learning and fine-tuning between a parent
and a child tasks with few training NLEs but abundant labels. We instantiate our few-shot learning
approaches on e-SNLI [Camburu et al., 2018] as parent task and WinoGrande [Sakaguchi et al., 2020]
and ComVE [Wang et al., 2020] as child tasks. As the WinoGrande dataset does not come with NLEs,
we introduce small-e-WinoGrande, which provides 100/50/100 NLEs for the training, development,
and test sets, respectively.1 We show the extent to which few-shot out-of-domain transfer learning of
NLEs is currently feasible, and provide insight into which learning techniques work best in this setup.
We perform both human and automatic evaluation and compare against single-task and zero-shot
baselines. We also investigate the scalability of the best approaches, both in terms of data and model
sizes.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Datasets

e-SNLI. The task of natural language inference [Dagan et al., 2006] is a common task for measuring
natural language understanding. It consists of a premise and a hypothesis which are in a relation
of either (i) entailment (if the premise entails the hypothesis), (ii) contradiction (if the hypothesis
contradict the premise), or (iii) neutral (if neither entailment nor contradiction holds). The e-SNLI
dataset [Camburu et al., 2018] consists of human-written explanations on top of the SNLI dataset
[Bowman et al., 2015]. An example from e-SNLI is:

Premise: An adult dressed in black holds a stick.
Hypothesis: An adult is walking away, empty-handed.
Label: contradiction
Explanation: Holds a stick implies using hands so it is not empty-handed.

We select e-SNLI as parent dataset due to its large size ( 570K instances) and high-quality NLEs.

WinoGrande. We select WinoGrande [Sakaguchi et al., 2020] as a child task, since it requires
implicit knowledge, which we want to capture in the NLEs. The WinoGrande dataset consists of
40,398 binary questions of pronoun resolution that follow the Winograd Schema format [Levesque
et al., 2012]. Because of the lack of a publicly available test set (testing happens through its
leaderboard,2 which has submission limitations), we do a random split of the original training dataset
into 39,130 training instances (called WG-train) and 1,268 validation instances (called WG-dev).
For testing, we use the original WinoGrande development set, which we denote by WG-test. We
manually construct NLEs for 100 examples from WG-train, 50 examples from WG-dev, and 100
examples from WG-test. We call this dataset small-e-WinoGrande. An example is:

The geese prefer to nest in the fields rather than the forests because in the
predators are very visible.
Options: fields, forests. Answer: fields.
Explanation: The fields are more open spaces than the forests, hence predators
are more visible there.

1small-e-WinoGrande is available at https://github.com/YDYordanov/Few-shot-NLEs.
2https://leaderboard.allenai.org/winogrande/submissions/public
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Table 1: T5 input/target formats for each task, used for all models.

Task Input Format Target Format

e-SNLI explain nli premise: [premise]
hypothesis: [hypothesis] [relation] explanation: [explanation]

small-e-WinoGrande explain schema: [schema start] [schema end]
options: [option 1], [option 2].

[correct option] explanation: [expla-
nation]

ComVE explain ComVE Sentence 1: [statement 1] Sen-
tence 2: [statement 2]

[nonsensical statement id] explana-
tion: [explanation]

Table 2: Legend of the model names. Notations should be read from top to bottom.

Abbreviation Meaning
[PT] The full training dataset of the parent task, with explanations.
[CT] The full training dataset of the child task, without explanations.
e[CT][number] The dataset formed by a [number] of training examples from CT with explanations.
T5B / T5L T5-base / T5-large pre-trained models.
[model]–([datasets]) Fine-tuning of the [model] on the union of the [datasets].
([datasets]) T5B–([datasets]), by default.
WT5 T5B–(e-SNLI, SNLI, CT)
WT5–CT T5B–(e-SNLI, SNLI)–CT
Heuristic baseline A ComVE baseline that uses the correct statement as an NLE.

ComVE. We also select Commonsense Validation and Explanation (ComVE) [Wang et al., 2020]
as a child task, because it is a commonsense reasoning task for which there are good-quality human-
generated NLEs. Originally, ComVE consists of three tasks: A, B, and C, where only tasks A and C
are relevant for this work. ComVE-A is the classification task of identifying which statement out
of a pair of statements does not make sense. The ComVE-C task provides only the statement that
does not make sense (from the pair) and requires the model to generate an NLE for why that is the
case. In order to form a classification task with explanations, we merge tasks A and C by matching
the nonsensical statements, as done by Majumder et al. [2021]. The resulting task can be described
as: “given a pair of sentences, identify which one does not make sense, and explain why”, which we
refer to simply as ComVE. Here is an example from the resulting ComVE dataset:

Statement 1: He drinks milk.
Statement 2: He drinks apple.
Label: Statement 2 (does not make sense).
Explanation: An apple is a whole food and unable to be drunk without being
juiced.

The ComVE dataset consists of 10,000 training, 1,000 validation, and 1,000 test instances. Each
instance consists of a pair of statements, a label, and three human-generated NLEs. We use all three
NLEs per example only in the full test set. For training, we use up to one NLE per example, assuming
a strict few-shot regime where each one NLE annotation is expensive to get. For human evaluation,
we randomly sample the test dataset down to 100 instances, to save human-annotation costs.

2.2 Base Model

We use the T5 [Raffel et al., 2019] generative language model due to its good generative abilities,
and because it is used in the WT5 model to generate high-quality NLEs [Narang et al., 2020]. More
specifically, we choose the “Base” model [Raffel et al., 2019] with 220M parameters (we call it
T5-Base) due to its good trade-off of performance and computational requirements.

For T5, tasks are distinguished only via their task-specific input/target formats. We follow the
input/target format for e-SNLI from Narang et al. [2020], and obtain the input formats for WinoGrande
and ComVE in a similar manner (see Table 1). When training on examples without NLEs, “explain”
and “explanation:” are not included in the input/target format. We observed in early experiments that
the exact choice of input/target formats does not significantly affect performance.

2.3 Few-Shot Transfer Learning Methods

In Table 2, we describe all models that we use. This includes the three new few-shot transfer
learning methods for NLE generation, namely (PT, CT, eCT[number]), (PT, CT)–eCT[number], and
PT–CT–eCT[number], and a fourth method which we adapt from Erliksson et al. [2021]: PT–(CT,
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eCT[number]). These four methods correspond to all combinations of fine-tuning (–) and multi-task
learning (in brackets) between a parent task (PT) and a child task (CT) with [number] of NLEs used
for few-shot transfer (eCT[number]). Note that when training on the union of the child dataset (CT)
and eCT[number] ([number] of NLEs from CT), we avoid repeating examples from CT that overlap
with eCT[number].

The method by Erliksson et al. [2021] differs from PT–(CT, eCT[number]) by using the union of the
parent dataset (PT) with and without explanations. Erliksson et al. [2021] follows this choice from
Narang et al. [2020], where this training trick is used to improve zero-shot prediction by helping the
model to switch between classification and NLE generation modes on the child task. In our case, the
availability of (few) training NLEs for the child task makes this redundant, and the proposed four
models only use the parent dataset with NLEs.

Along with the four few-shot transfer learning methods, we add two single-task baselines that aim
to verify the extent to which the parent task helps with the transfer of NLEs. The first single-task
baseline, T5B–(CT, eCT[number]), is trained on the child task with all labels but only [number]
NLEs. The second single-task baseline, T5B–CT–eCT[number], is first trained on the child task and
then fine-tuned on [number] NLEs.

To measure the contribution of the few training NLEs, we also introduce two zero-shot baselines,
called WT5 and WT5–CT. The WT5 baseline is the training approach from Narang et al. [2020],
which consists of multi-task learning on the union of the e-SNLI, the SNLI, and the child dataset.
WT5–CT is a variation of WT5 that uses the child task for fine-tuning instead of multi-task learning.
These baselines combine the e-SNLI and SNLI datasets in a multi-task setting, to train the model to
switch between classification and NLE generation for a better zero-shot downstream performance.

For ComVE, we also add a heuristic baseline (as in [Majumder et al., 2021]), given by selecting as an
NLE the correct statement of the pair of statements. This baseline serves to judge the triviality of the
NLEs generated by the other approaches.

The training objective is given by cross-entropy loss with targets as described in Table 1. The rest of
the training details can be found in Appendix A.

2.4 Human Evaluation

We use Amazon Mechanical Turk to evaluate the model-generated NLEs, with three annotators per
instance. The evaluation procedure for each test example is in three steps and follows existing works
[Kayser et al., 2021, Majumder et al., 2021, Marasović et al., 2021]. First, annotators are required
to predict the correct classification label for the example. This forces them to resolve the example
themselves. Second, they have to select one of four options for whether the NLE is a valid and
satisfactory explanation to justify the selected label: Yes, Weak Yes, Weak No, or No. Third, they
have to select shortcomings of the explanation, if any. The multiple-choice options are: “does not
make sense”, “insufficient justification”, “irrelevant to the task”, “too trivial”, and “none”. These
choices may not only provide insight into the problems that the NLEs may have, but also guide the
annotators to carefully think about the answer to the main question about NLE quality.

As suggested by Kayser et al. [2021], for each example, the annotators are provided with two
(shuffled) NLEs, one from a model and one ground-truth from the test set. This serves for mentally
grounding the annotator’s score of the model-generated NLE.

Additionally, there are multiple checks placed in the data collection form to ensure high-quality
annotations. Most notably, in each group of 10 instances, at least 90% of the labels have to be
answered correctly and at least 90% of the ground-truth NLEs have to be annotated by Yes or
Weak Yes. The final check requires that at most 80% of the model-generated NLEs should be
annotated by Yes or Weak Yes. We included this check to ensure that the annotators are more critical,
and we estimated this threshold manually. These are reasonable assumptions for both WinoGrande
and ComVE, judging by the quality of the ground-truth and model-generated NLEs.

For each of the two child tasks, all models are evaluated on 100 examples from the test dataset of
the task. Similarly to previous works [Camburu et al., 2018, Kayser et al., 2021, Majumder et al.,
2021], the NLE evaluation is only done on correctly labeled examples, as it is expected that an
incorrect label is not supported by the model with a correct explanation. For each model, we report
the percentage of each of the four responses given by the annotators: Yes, Weak Yes, Weak No,
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and No. See Appendix B for screenshots of the forms that were used to collect the data from the
annotators.

We had 130 annotators for ComVE and 113 for WinoGrande. Most of the annotators annotated only
ten model-generated NLEs each. To further ensure high-quality annotations, we re-annotated all
the instances of the annotators who annotated many instances (more than 60 for WinoGrande and
more than 100 for ComVE) but selected more than five wrong shortcomings from a sample of ten
random instances, after manual inspection. We found two such annotators for ComVE and one for
WinoGrande. The annotators were paid 1$ per 10 pairs of NLEs.

3 Results

Following Kayser et al. [2021], we use an aggregated score (we call “NLE score”) of the four
categories (Yes, Weak Yes, No, Weak No) to compare the NLE generation quality, where Yes,
Weak Yes, Weak No, and No are given weights 1, 2/3, 1/3, and 0, respectively. This aggregation has
two goals: first, to provide a single metric to compare the methods, and second, to account for the
subjective nature of choosing between close labels such as Yes and Weak Yes.

For every model comparison, we report the statistical significance via the paired Student’s t-test for
equal variances [Yuen and Dixon, 1973], with single-tailed p-values and 0.05 statistical significance
threshold. We assume that all individual scores are independent.

For all models, we report the inter-annotator agreement on the scores (Yes, Weak Yes, Weak No,
No) via the Fleiss’ kappa measure [Fleiss et al., 1971]. Higher values of Fleiss’ kappa mean that
the annotators agree more about the scores. The kappa values can be interpreted as suggested by
Landis and Koch [1977], where negative values signify poor agreement, values between 0.01 and
0.20 are slight agreement, and values between 0.21 and 0.40 are fair agreement. In this work, we do
not obtain values higher than 0.40, and most values are around or higher than 0.10.

Overall, the observed inter-annotator agreement is slight-to-fair (see Table 3, 3 and 5), and models
trained on ComVE yield higher agreement scores than those trained on small-e-WinoGrande. For
each of the two child tasks, we manually analysed a random sample of 28 instances with diverse NLE
scores, and estimate that over 50% of the disagreement cases are due to subjectivity, and less than
half are due to potential annotator errors (in our opinion), despite the sheer amount of quality-checks
inserted throughout the annotation framework. An example of subjectivity on the NLE quality from
WinoGrande is: James wanted to wear the corsage but it wouldn’t fit around his wrist because his _
was too small. NLE: The corsage would not fit around the wrist if it was too small. The annotators
gave: Weak No, Yes, and No, which can all be valid as the NLE is somewhat trivial but technically
correct, hence some annotators may be satisfied with it while others not.

Note that the Fleiss’ kappa is not the best fit for our four categories because closer categories such as
Yes and Weak Yes would get the same disagreement as more distant categories such as Yes and No.
Furthermore, particularly for skewed distribution of categories such as in WT5–CT for WinoGrande
(Table 3), the low kappa value of 0.06 contradicts the overwhelming 87.2% No score. This is a good
example of what Randolph [2010] describe as “prevalence and bias, which can lead to the paradox of
high agreement but low kappa”. However, we report the Fleiss’ kappa as it is the standard metric in
the literature for the same evaluation framework [Marasović et al., 2021, Majumder et al., 2021] and
out of a lack of a better metric.

3.1 WinoGrande
Quantitative results. The results in Table 3 show that out of the four compared approaches, only
(PT, CT)–eCT and PT–CT–eCT outperform all baselines in terms of the aggregated NLE score,
but only (PT, CT)–eCT outperforms them in a statistically significant way (p < 0.05). Amongst
the two best approaches, (PT, CT)–eCT outperforms PT–CT–eCT in terms of NLE score, but the
difference is not statistically significant, with p = 0.3. Both (PT, CT)–eCT and PT–CT–eCT, which
use the 50 child task’s NLEs in separate training regimes, significantly outperform (PT, CT, eCT) and
PT–(CT, eCT), which use a combination of the child dataset with 50 NLEs. This suggests that the 50
NLEs require their own training regime, as they are insignificant relative to the sizes of WinoGrande
(approx. 40k) and e-SNLI (approx. 570k). Another possible explanation for the low quality of NLEs
of (PT, CT, eCT) and PT–(CT, eCT) could be the close-to-chance task accuracy of these models
(53.6% and 54.6%, resp.).
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Table 3: Performance of models based on T5-Base on WinoGrande and ComVE as child tasks (CT).
The columns Yes, Weak Yes, Weak No, and No present the percentages of NLE validity scores given
by the human annotators. Only correctly classified examples are included in these scores. The final
column shows the inter-annotator agreement measured by Fleiss’ kappa. Best results are in bold. We
do not bold the Weak Yes and Weak No since it is not clear that higher/lower is better.

WG Model WG
acc%

Acc
@100

NLE
score Yes% Weak

Yes%
Weak
No% No% Fleiss’

kappa
CT–eCT 59.7 63 34.7 17.5 20.1 11.6 50.8 0.11
(CT, eCT) 57.2 66 35.9 20.7 15.2 15.2 49.0 0.15
WT5–CT 60.2 65 8.7 4.6 4.1 4.1 87.2 0.06
WT5 58.0 55 8.3 4.8 3.0 4.2 87.9 0.16
(PT, CT, eCT) 53.6 49 28.3 14.3 14.3 13.6 57.8 0.12
(PT, CT)–eCT 56.0 63 44.1 25.9 18.0 18.5 37.6 0.1
PT–(CT, eCT) 54.6 54 29.6 15.4 14.8 13.0 56.8 0.08
PT–CT–eCT 58.2 65 41.9 22.6 22.6 12.8 42.1 0.2

ComVE Model ComVE
acc%

Acc
@100

NLE
score Yes% Weak

Yes%
Weak
No% No% Fleiss’

kappa
CT–eCT 87.8 88 31.4 25.4 7.2 3.8 63.6 0.31
(CT, eCT) 83.1 79 27.7 23.6 4.2 3.8 68.4 0.3
WT5–CT 85.7 85 28.9 20.0 11.8 3.1 65.1 0.06
WT5 76.2 72 23.9 15.3 10.2 5.6 69.0 0.15
(PT, CT, eCT) 82.8 82 40.2 28.5 14.6 6.1 50.8 0.07
(PT, CT)–eCT 80.6 79 40.6 27.4 17.7 4.2 50.6 0.31
PT–(CT, eCT) 85.5 76 38.6 30.3 8.8 7.5 53.5 0.21
PT–CT–eCT 86.5 79 48.5 36.7 14.3 6.8 42.2 0.22
Heuristic baseline n/a 100 49.3 39.0 13.3 4.3 43.3 0.06

The four few-shot transfer learning models underperform their single-task counterparts in terms of
accuracy on WinoGrande. This is likely due to the domain shift between parent and child tasks.

All non-zero-shot models significantly outperform the zero-shot baselines (WT5–CT and WT5) in
terms of NLE score across all four categories (Yes, Weak Yes, Weak No, No).

Shortcomings. The annotated shortcomings of the NLEs are informative of the issues that current
generated NLEs have. We summarize the findings here. For full results, see Table 7 in Appendix C.
Unsurprisingly, worse-performing models in terms of NLE score (such as WT5 and WT5–CT)
produce significantly more nonsensical NLEs (71.1% and 60.8%) when compared to the other models
(maximum of 43.7%). On the contrary, better-performing models produce more partially correct
NLEs (“insufficient justification”), with a minimum of 29.3% for PT–(CT, eCT) compared to 12.8%
and 20.3% for the single-task baselines WT5 and WT5–CT, respectively.

Qualitative results. While most of the correct NLEs that are generated by the models are trivial,
such as this example from the PT–CT–eCT model:

Logan ended the one-side relationship they were having with Robert, which made
feel relieved.

Answer: Logan. Explanation: Logan ending a one-side relationship makes Logan
feel relieved.

there are non-trivial NLEs generated by the models, such as the two below generated by (PT, CT)–eCT:

Christopher declined when asked by Ian to play a game of chess because liked
to play intellectual games.
Answer: Ian. Explanation: Chess is a type of intellectual game, and Christopher
declined when asked by Ian to play a game of chess.

Brett was browsing the internet while he found the information unlike Randy,
prefers using books.
Answer: Randy. Explanation: If Brett is browsing the internet, then he is more
likely to find information than Randy, who prefers to use books.

For more qualitative results, see Appendix D, where six NLEs from all models are presented.
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Table 4: Automatic evaluation of the models with ComVE as child task (CT). B-1,2,3,4 stand for
BLEU-1,2,3,4.

Model ComVE
ppl B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 METEOR BERTScore

CT–eCT 5.21 45.2 29.5 19.5 13.1 21.5 83.4
(CT, eCT) 9.51 27.4 16.6 10.2 6.4 19.1 81.8
WT5–CT 65.25 24.6 15.1 9.7 6.5 13.5 74.8
WT5 36.15 22.8 12.0 6.4 3.6 12.7 71.5
(PT, CT, eCT) 8.02 34.5 19.2 10.8 6.3 20.3 81.8
(PT, CT)–eCT 5.11 43.5 26.3 16.5 10.6 20.0 83.1
PT–(CT, eCT) 8.18 33.6 18.8 10.9 6.2 20.8 82.1
PT–CT–eCT 5.13 44.4 27.5 17.5 10.7 21.2 83.6
Heuristic baseline n/a 40.8 25.8 17.2 12.0 18.7 81.4

3.2 ComVE
Quantitative results. The results in Table 3 show that the PT–CT–eCT model significantly outper-
forms all single-task and zero-shot baselines, and all three other compared methods, in terms of NLE
score, in a statistically significant way (p-values of at most 0.03). PT–CT–eCT performs weaker than
the heuristic baseline in terms of NLE score (48.5 vs. 49.3), but not in a statistically significant way.

In terms of ComVE test accuracy, PT–(CT, eCT) and PT–CT–eCT perform the best out of the four
main models, which, like in the WinoGrande results, suggests that the parent and child tasks need
separate training regimes in order to preserve the classification accuracy on the child tasks.

Shortcomings. While the NLE score does not reflect a significant difference between the Heuristic
and the PT–CT–eCT model, the significant difference between them lies in terms of the shortcomings
of NLEs that they produce, as provided by the annotators. PT–CT–eCT has significantly more “does
not make sense” (18.8% vs 5.2%), whereas the heuristic baseline has significantly more “insufficient
justification” (36.8% vs 28.2%). This reflects the fact that the NLEs of the heuristic baseline are just
a copy of the correct statement. The full results of the shortcomings are presented in the Table 7 in
Appendix C.

Qualitative results. Upon manual inspection, the correct model-generated NLEs are one of two
types. The first is a repetition of the correct statement when it explains why the nonsensical sentence
is wrong, e.g., from CT–eCT:

Statement 1: The fire will burn you if you touch it.
Statement 2: The fire will cool you if you touch it.
Answer: Statement 2 does not make sense. Explanation: The fire will burn you
if you touch it.

The second type are negations of the nonsensical statement. E.g., from (PT, CT, eCT):

Statement 1: He inserts his thumb into the car ignition switch.
Statement 2: He inserts the keys into the car ignition switch.
Answer: Statement 1 does not make sense. Explanation: One cannot insert his
thumb into the car ignition switch.

For more qualitative results, see Appendix D, where six NLEs from all models are presented.

3.3 Automatic Evaluation

In Table 4, we additionally evaluate all models on the full ComVE test set (1,000 examples with three
NLEs per example) via automatic metrics. Automatic evaluation provides additional insights to the
human evaluation, since the human evaluation was done on ten times fewer examples. We do not
compute automatic metrics w.r.t. WinoGrande, since its NLE test set contains only 100 examples for
which we already have the human evaluation, the gold standard for NLE evaluation. We report the
ComVE test perplexity, along with BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002], METEOR [Banerjee and Lavie,
2005], and BERTScore [Zhang et al., 2020b], with METEOR and BERTScore having been shown to
have the best (although still low) correlation with human judgment of NLEs across several datasets
[Kayser et al., 2021]. As with the human evaluation, we report all automatic metrics on the correctly
classified examples only.
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Table 5: Scalability performance. The first line in each dataset section shows the results when
replacing T5-Base with T5-Large in the best performing model in terms of NLE score for each dataset
(as per Table 3). The other models for each dataset show the scalability w.r.t. the number of NLEs
for the child task. The columns Yes, Weak Yes, Weak No, and No present the percentages of NLE
validity scores given by the human annotators. Only correctly classified examples are included in
these scores. The final column shows the inter-annotator agreement measured by Fleiss’ kappa. Best
results are in bold. We do not bold the Weak Yes and Weak No since it is not clear that higher/lower
is better.

WG Model Acc
@100

NLE
score Yes% Weak

Yes%
Weak
No% No% Fleiss’

kappa
T5L–(PT, CT)–eCT50 68 49.5 27.0 27.9 11.8 33.3 0.11
(PT, CT) 64 10.6 3.6 7.3 6.2 82.8 0.19
(PT, CT)–eCT25 64 40.5 19.3 25.5 12.5 42.7 0.15
(PT, CT)–eCT50 63 44.1 25.9 18.0 18.5 37.6 0.1
(PT, CT)–eCT100 63 40.4 20.6 22.2 14.8 42.3 0.06

ComVE Model Acc
@100

NLE
score Yes% Weak

Yes%
Weak
No% No% Fleiss’

kappa
T5L–PT–CT–eCT50 87 45.8 29.5 22.2 4.6 43.7 0.21
PT–CT 83 25.4 10.4 18.9 7.2 63.5 0.02
PT–CT–eCT25 82 43.2 26.4 22.4 5.7 45.5 0.19
PT–CT–eCT50 79 48.5 36.7 14.3 6.8 42.2 0.22
PT–CT–eCT100 81 46.2 32.5 18.5 4.1 44.9 0.32
PT–CT–eCT200 79 49.9 35.9 18.6 5.1 40.5 0.33

In terms of test perplexity, aligned with the human evaluation, the (PT, CT)–eCT and PT–CT–eCT
models outperform all other models (the heuristic baseline is not included here as there is no definition
of perplexity for it). On the contrary, although the (PT, CT, eCT) and (PT, CT)–eCT models are
similar in terms of human evaluation, they differ significantly on test perplexity (8.02 vs. 5.11). This
is similar for PT–(CT, eCT) and PT–CT–eCT (8.18 vs. 5.13), which reflects the fact that fine-tuning
on the 50 NLEs (eCT) in a separate training regime yields a better fit to the test NLE distribution, as
given by test perplexity. This is confirmed by the results on BLEU, where fine-tuning on the 50 NLEs
produces much more low-level features (B-1, B-2, B-3, and B-4) that match with the test dataset.

In terms of BLEU, METEOR, and BERTScore, PT–CT–eCT outperforms all three other main models.
The best-performing baseline, CT–eCT, outperforms PT–CT–eCT in terms of BLEU score but is
similar in terms of METEOR and BERTScore. This suggests that it produces NLEs that are closer to
the test NLEs in terms of low-level features (unigram, bigram, trigram, and four-grams). This can
be explained by the fact that many training NLEs resemble one of the two statements in ComVE,
because often the correct statement is a trivial NLE for the instance. The BERTScore and METEOR
results on the full test dataset confirm that the PT–CT–eCT model performs significantly better than
the heuristic baseline.

3.4 Method Scalability

After selecting the best training approaches from the previous experiments, we investigate the model
performance over various explanation dataset sizes and by training with a larger language model
(T5-Large) [Raffel et al., 2019]. For WinoGrande, we select (PT, CT)–eCT because it is the only
model that significantly outperforms all baselines. For ComVE, we select PT–CT–eCT because it
significantly outperforms all other models.

First, we investigate the performance of the best models as we increase the size of the NLE training
dataset on the child task. For WinoGrande, we train the best model on up to 100 NLEs (as many
as we have). For ComVE, we train the best model on up to 200 NLEs, since ComVE has a vastly
larger training set with NLEs. For WinoGrande, the results in Table 5 show that the NLE score
improves when having up to 50 training NLEs, but drops with 100 NLEs than with 50 (40.4 vs 4̇4.1),
which is confirmed by the percentages of Yes and No. However, the improvement in NLE score
from 25 to 50, and the drop from 50 to 100 are not statistically significant. This could suggest that
for WinoGrande the model quickly (for up to 25 NLEs) learns how to transfer the explainability
knowledge from parent to child task, and may require many more training NLEs (> 100) to start
producing significantly better NLEs on the child task. For ComVE, the results in Table 5 show a
similar trend between 25 and 100 training NLEs, which is not statistically significant, but the jump
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from 25 to 200 is statistically significant with p = 0.04. This trend is also consistent across Yes and
No scores, which confirms that the PT–CT–eCT model scales well with the number of training NLEs.
Even if ComVE comes with a larger training set of NLEs, we do not go beyond 200 NLEs for a child
task because an investigation of high-resource settings falls beyond the scope of this work.

Second, we train the best methods on each dataset by using T5-Large instead of T5-Base, to verify if
larger models can lead to better NLE transfer. For WinoGrande, Table 5 shows that the T5-Large
model outperforms T5-Base in terms of NLE score (49.5 vs. 44.1), but it is not statistically significant
(p-value of 0.1). The four categories show that while T5-Large is relatively close to T5-Base in terms
of Yes, Weak No and No scores, it outperforms it significantly on the Weak Yes score (27.9% vs.
18.0%) with a p-value of 0.01. Furthermore, T5-Large obtains positive scores (Yes or Weak Yes) in
much more cases (54.9% vs 43.9% for T5-base), which proves that larger models can obtain more
convincing NLEs on this task. For ComVE, the results in Table 5 show that T5-Large underperforms
T5-Base in terms of the NLE score (45.8 vs. 48.5), but it is not statistically significant. Similarly to
WinoGrande, the two models have similar performance in terms of Yes, Weak No and No scores, but
T5-Large significantly outperforms T5-Base in terms of Weak Yes score (22.2% vs 14.3%) with a
p-value of 0.01. Our experiments conclude that increasing the language model size from T5-Base
to T5-Large does not lead to a significant improvement in the overall NLE quality (NLE score) for
either task, but significantly improves the number of plausible NLEs (Weak Yes).

4 Related Work

There are three main focuses in NLE generation: perceived quality improvement [Camburu et al.,
2018, Narang et al., 2020, Valentino et al., 2020], NLE faithfulness [Kumar and Talukdar, 2020,
Wiegreffe et al., 2021, Liu et al., 2019, Latcinnik and Berant, 2020], and transfer learning of NLEs. In
this work, we focus on few-shot out-of-domain transfer learning of NLEs, an area that despite being
of high practical importance, has been only little investigated so far. Zero-shot in-domain transfer
of NLEs (between datasets of the same task) has been done, e.g., by Camburu et al. [2018], Kumar
and Talukdar [2020], and Narang et al. [2020]. Narang et al. [2020] additionally consider zero-shot
out-of-domain transfer of NLEs, while Erliksson et al. [2021] extend their work by introducing the
first vanilla method for few-shot out-of-domain transfer of NLEs. However, they only evaluated the
generated NLEs with automatic metrics, which are notoriously low correlated with human evaluation
[Kayser et al., 2021, Camburu et al., 2018]. Contemporary with our work, Marasović et al. [2021]
use prompt engineering for few-shot out-of-domain transfer of NLEs, but in the scenario where not
only the NLEs but also the labels of the child task are scarce.

In the more general area of natural language generation, few-shot learning is a growing topic [Chen
et al., 2020], especially in dialog generation [Peng et al., 2020, Shalyminov et al., 2019]. These
approaches, however, do not directly apply to transfer learning of NLEs, which is a dual task of
predicting both the label and generating an explanation.

For the task of resolving hard cases of pronoun resolution, there is the WinoWhy [Zhang et al.,
2020a] diagnostic dataset for assessing commonsense knowledge in generated NLEs. It is based on
the Winograd Schema Challenge dataset [Levesque et al., 2012] and is phrased as a zero-shot NLE
classification task. We decided not to use it in this work because we are interested in measuring NLE
generation rather than classification of predefined NLEs.

5 Summary and Outlook

In this work, we introduced and compared three vanilla methods for few-shot out-of-domain learning
of NLEs and adapted a fourth one from an existing work. We introduced small-e-WinoGrande, a
dataset of NLEs on top of a small sample of instances from WinoGrande. We showed that out-
of-domain few-shot learning can significantly help with NLE generation compared to zero-shot or
single-task learning. Amongst the four NLE few-shot learning methods, we found that the most
convincing NLEs are generated by the methods that provide separate training regimes for the child
task and its few training NLEs. Finally, we investigated how the best methods scale in terms of model
size and NLE training data size. While our results indicate that few-shot out-of-domain transfer
learning of NLEs is possible, there is clear room for improvement both in the quality of the generated
NLEs and in the task-performance. Thus, our work provides an essential foundation for future
research into methods for few-shot out-of-domain transfer learning of NLEs.
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Table 6: Best hyperparameters for all trained models, along with the corresponding criterion used for
model selection, and the best dev result value w.r.t. that criterion. *–subject to the dev accuracy being
large enough (> 75%).

Models Num
epochs

Learning
rate Criterion Best

value
T5B–PT 3 3e-4 e-SNLI dev NLE ppl 2.192
T5L–PT – – same as T5B –
T5B–(e-SNLI, SNLI) 3 3e-4 e-SNLI dev NLE ppl 2.199
WG Models
T5B–(PT, CT) 5 1e-4 WG-dev acc 83.2%
T5L–(PT, CT) – – same as T5B –
T5B–PT–CT 7 3e-4 WG-dev acc 81.0%
T5B–CT 5 1e-4 WG-dev acc 85.1%
T5B–(WG)–(eWG50) 21 3e-4 WG dev NLE ppl 4.665
T5B–(WG, eWG50) 5 1e-4 WG dev NLE ppl 4.945
WT5–CT 11 3e-4 WG-dev acc 80.8%
WT5 5 1e-4 WG-dev acc 83.4%
(PT, CT, eCT50) 3 3e-5 WG dev NLE ppl 4.815
PT–(CT, eCT50) 5 1e-4 WG dev NLE ppl 5.419
(PT, CT)–eCT50 10 3e-4 WG dev NLE ppl 4.401
PT–CT–eCT50 17 3e-4 WG dev NLE ppl 5.022
T5L–(PT, CT)–eCT50 7 3e-4 WG dev NLE ppl 3.974
(PT, CT)–eCT25 10 3e-4 WG dev NLE ppl 4.684
(PT, CT)–eCT100 7 3e-4 WG dev NLE ppl 4.212
ComVE Models
T5B–(PT, CT) 3 3e-4 ComVE dev acc 82.8%
T5B–PT–CT 7 3e-4 ComVE dev acc 86.8%
T5L–PT–CT 7 3e-4 ComVE dev acc 89.4%
T5B–CT 5 3e-4 ComVE dev acc 88.4%
T5B–CT–eCT50 13 3e-4 ComVE dev NLE ppl 5.170
T5B–(CT, eCT50) 5 1e-4 ComVE dev NLE ppl* 9.294
WT5–CT 10 3e-4 ComVE dev acc 87.0%
WT5 5 1e-4 ComVE dev acc 84.4%
(PT, CT, eCT50) 5 1e-4 ComVE dev NLE ppl 7.886
PT–(CT, eCT50) 1 1e-3 ComVE dev NLE ppl 7.970
(PT, CT)–eCT50 5 1e-3 ComVE dev NLE ppl 4.958
PT–CT–eCT50 5 1e-3 ComVE dev NLE ppl 5.002
T5L–PT–CT–eCT50: PT–CT–eCT50 7 1e-3 ComVE dev NLE ppl 4.654
PT–CT–eCT25 7 1e-3 ComVE dev NLE ppl 5.274
PT–CT–eCT100 3 1e-3 ComVE dev NLE ppl 4.865
PT–CT–eCT200 3 1e-3 ComVE dev NLE ppl 4.688

A Training Details

We use the AdamW optimizer [Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019] and linear learning rate scheduler with
warm-up over 10% of the training. For all models, we fix the batch size to 16 and do a grid search
over the learning rate values and the number of training epochs. For all WinoGrande models, we
search over the learning rate values of 3e-4, 1e-4, and 3e-5, whereas for ComVE we search over 1e-3,
3e-4, 1e-4, and 3e-5. For e-SNLI, we train on 1, 2, 3, and 5 epochs. For WinoGrande, we train on
1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 epochs, and for ComVE, we train on 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 13 epochs. When
few-shot fine-tuning with NLEs, we train on 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 17, 21, and 26 epochs. Multi-task
learning always uses the hyperparameter range of the larger dataset. No early stopping is needed,
because we use a learning rate scheduler and the number of training epochs is a hyperparameter. We
do not use gradual unfreezing Howard and Ruder [2018], because it has been shown that it does not
help when applied to the T5 language model Raffel et al. [2019].

At each stage of training, the best hyperparameter combinations are selected via grid search by either
the perplexity relative to target NLEs on the dev set of the child task (CT), by dev accuracy on CT, or
by NLE perplexity on the e-SNLI dev set, whichever is most suitable. The selection criteria for each
model, along with the best hyperparameters are given in Table 6. Note that the WG-dev accuracy
in Table 6 is much higher than the corresponding WG-test accuracy in Table 3 because WG-dev
is sampled from the training dataset of WinoGrande, whereas WG-test is the original WinoGrande
development set, which is filtered to increase its difficulty Sakaguchi et al. [2020]. Model-generated
explanations are obtained via beam search with a beam width of 5.
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Table 7: Shortcomings provided by the human annotators for all model-generated NLEs. The best
results are in bold.

WG Model
Does not

make
sense%

Insufficient
justifica-
tion%

Irrelevant
to the

schema%

Too
trivial% None%

CT–eCT50 32.0 37.0 4.0 7.5 19.5
(CT, eCT50) 33.8 32.4 5.5 6.4 21.9
WT5–CT 60.8 20.3 10.6 4.1 4.1
WT5 71.1 12.8 9.6 2.1 4.3
(PT, CT, eCT50) 28.0 39.5 8.9 4.5 19.1
(PT, CT)–eCT50 28.1 33.2 6.5 4.0 28.1
PT–(CT, eCT50) 43.7 29.3 6.9 2.3 17.8
PT–CT–eCT50 34.3 33.3 2.5 6.9 23.0
T5L–(PT, CT)–eCT50 19.4 37.9 4.3 7.1 31.3
(PT, CT) 67.6 12.6 11.1 4.3 4.3
(PT, CT)–eCT25 28.9 37.1 7.1 3.0 23.9
(PT, CT)–eCT100 29.0 36.2 3.8 7.6 23.3

ComVE Model
Does not

make
sense%

Insufficient
justifica-
tion%

Irrelevant
to the

schema%

Too
trivial% None%

CT–eCT50 26.9 32.3 12.5 3.6 24.7
(CT, eCT50) 39.8 24.6 10.2 2.7 22.7
WT5–CT 30.7 37.9 8.9 3.6 18.9
WT5 36.9 31.7 11.9 5.2 14.3
(PT, CT, eCT50) 22.1 29.0 18.1 4.7 26.1
(PT, CT)–eCT50 23.9 33.5 10.4 4.4 27.9
PT–(CT, eCT50) 32.5 21.7 12.0 4.4 29.3
PT–CT–eCT50 18.8 28.2 13.1 2.9 37.1
Heuristic baseline 5.2 36.8 15.0 2.9 40.1
T5L–PT–CT–eCT50 18.1 34.4 10.0 4.4 33.0
PT–CT 38.1 31.1 12.5 4.3 14.0
PT–CT–eCT25 16.9 37.0 13.8 3.1 29.1
PT–CT–eCT100 14.9 37.3 12.0 2.4 33.3
PT–CT–eCT200 18.2 32.2 9.5 2.1 38.0

B Data Collection Forms

Below are screenshots of the data collection forms that we used for WinoGrande (Figure 1) and
ComVE (Figure 2).

C Additional Results

Table 7 summarizes, for each model, the shortcomings that the human annotators found in the
model-generated NLEs.

D Examples of Model-Generated NLEs

In the twelve tables below Table 7 are the answers and NLEs for each child task (WG and ComVE)
and for all eight compared models on the first six examples (out of the 100 that were evaluated).
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Figure 1: WinoGrande data collection template. There are two explanations per task.
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Figure 2: ComVE data collection template. There are two explanations per task.
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Schema: The car was a pleasure to drive but the red car was not as the blue car was very expensive.
Options: blue, red. Ground-truth: blue.

Model Output
CT–eCT50 Prediction: red. NLE: The blue car is expensive and the blue car is more expensive.

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: red. NLE: The blue car is more expensive than the red car, hence it is
more expensive to drive.

WT5–CT Prediction: red. NLE: The car is described in more detail than in the second sentence.
Blue

WT5 Prediction: blue. NLE: Red is a different color than blue.

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: red. NLE: The car was a pleasure to drive but the blue car was not as the
blue car was very expensive.

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: red. NLE: The red car is more expensive than the blue car.

PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: blue. NLE: The blue car is a pleasure to drive and the red car is very
expensive.

PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: blue. NLE: The car is a pleasure to drive but the red car is red.

Schema: Logan ended the one-side relationship they were having with Robert, which made feel
relieved. Options: Logan, Robert. Ground-truth: Logan.

Model Output

CT–eCT50 Prediction: Robert. NLE: Logan ended the one-side relationship they were having
with Robert, which made Logan feel relieved.

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Logan. NLE: Robert has a one-sided relationship with Logan, which
makes him feel relieved.

WT5–CT Prediction: Logan. NLE: The Logan
WT5 Prediction: Logan. NLE: Robert

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Robert. NLE: Logan ended the one-side relationship they were having
with Robert, which made Logan feel relieved

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Logan. NLE: The fact that Logan ended the one-sided relationship with
Robert makes him feel relieved.

PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Robert. NLE: Logan’s feelings are relieved because he ended the relation-
ship with Robert.

PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Logan. NLE: Logan ending a one-side relationship makes Logan feel
relieved.

Schema: Fiction books were interesting and easy to read for Logan but not Brett because enjoyed real
tales. Options: Logan, Brett. Ground-truth: Brett.

Model Output

CT–eCT50 Prediction: Brett. NLE: Fiction books were interesting and easy to read for Logan,
but Brett enjoyed real tales more than fiction books.

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Brett. NLE: Fiction books were interesting and easy to read for Logan,
while real tales were more difficult to read for Brett.

WT5–CT Prediction: Logan. NLE: There is nothing to indicate that he is enjoying real stories
or that he has been referred to as ’Boy’

WT5
Prediction: Logan. NLE: The Logan may not be Logan. Brett may not be Brett.
Logan may not be Logan. Brett may not be Brett. Logan may not be Logan. Brett may
not be Brett. Logan may not be Logan. Brett may not be Brett. Loga [. . . ]

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Brett. NLE: Fiction books were interesting and easy to read for Logan
but not Brett because Brett enjoyed real tales

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Brett. NLE: Fiction books are not real tales.

PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Logan. NLE: Fiction books are interesting and easy to read for Logan, so
Logan is more likely to enjoy real tales than Brett.

PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Logan. NLE: Fiction books are not real tales.
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Schema: Erin ordered a martini when Tanya only ordered a tonic water with lemon, because was
pregnant. Options: Erin, Tanya. Ground-truth: Tanya.

Model Output

CT–eCT50 Prediction: Tanya. NLE: Erin ordered a martini when Tanya ordered tonic water with
lemon because she was pregnant.

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Erin. NLE: Erin ordered a martini when Tanya ordered a tonic water with
lemon, because Erin was pregnant.

WT5–CT Prediction: Erin. NLE: The Tanya is pregnant. Tanya is pregnant. Tanya

WT5
Prediction: Tanya. NLE: Erin and Tanya are two different people. Erin and Tanya are
two different people. Erin and Tanya are two different people. Erin and Tanya are two
different people. Erin and Tanya are two different peo [. . . ]

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Tanya. NLE: Erin ordered a martini when Tanya only ordered a tonic
water with lemon, because was pregnant.

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Tanya. NLE: Erin ordering a martini implies Erin ordering a martini, and
Tanya ordering a tonic implies Erin is pregnant.

PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Tanya. NLE: Erin ordered a martini

PT–CT–eCT50
Prediction: Erin. NLE: Erin ordering a martini implies Erin is pregnant. Erin ordering
a tonic water implies Erin is pregnant. Erin ordering a martini implies Erin ordering a
martini. Erin ordering a tonic water implies Eri [. . . ]

Schema: The game on television was very important for Ian but not Dennis because was into music
instead. Options: Ian, Dennis. Ground-truth: Dennis.

Model Output

CT–eCT50 Prediction: Dennis. NLE: The game on television was very important for Ian but not
for Dennis because he was into music instead.

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Dennis. NLE: The game on television was very important for Ian, but not
for Dennis, because he was into music instead.

WT5–CT
Prediction: Dennis. NLE: He is playing music instead of playing music instead of
playing music instead of playing music instead of playing music instead of playing
music instead of playing music instead of playing music inste [. . . ]

WT5
Prediction: Dennis. NLE: The Ian can’t be Dennis. Dennis can’t be Ian. Dennis can’t
be Ian. Dennis can’t be Dennis. Dennis can’t be Ian. Dennis can’t be Ian. Dennis can’t
be Dennis. Dennis can’t be Ian. Dennis can’t be Dennis [. . . ]

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Dennis. NLE: The game on television was very important for Ian but not
Dennis because he was into music instead.

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Dennis. NLE: The game on television is more important for Ian than
Dennis because Dennis is more likely to be into music instead.

PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Dennis. NLE: The game on television is very important for Ian

PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Dennis. NLE: The game on television is very important for Ian, so he is
not into music.

Schema: It was easier for the diner to follow their budget than the food truck because the had more
money to spend. Options: diner, food truck. Ground-truth: diner.

Model Output
CT–eCT50 Prediction: diner. NLE: The diner has more money to spend than the food truck.

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: diner. NLE: The diner has more money to spend than the food truck, so it
is easier for them to follow their budget.

WT5–CT Prediction: diner. NLE: food truck
WT5 Prediction: food truck. NLE: diner
(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: diner. NLE: The diner had more money to spend than the food truck.
(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: diner. NLE: The diner has more money to spend than the food truck.
PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: diner. NLE: The diner has more money to spend than the food truck.

PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: diner. NLE: More money to spend is a rephrasing of more money to
spend.
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Statement 1: He inserts his thumb into the car ignition switch. Statement 2: He inserts the keys into the
car ignition switch. Nonsensical statement: Statement 1.

Model Output
CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: A thumb is not inserted into the car ignition switch.

(CT, eCT50)
Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: It’s not a car ignition switch, it’s a car ignition switch,
it’s a car ignition switch, it’s a car ignition switch, it’s a car ignition switch, it’s a car
ignition switch, it’s a car ignition switch, [. . . ]

WT5–CT Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: SIDEWALK INSTALLS THE KEYS INTO THE
CAR INFUSION SHUT.

WT5 Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: the keys are not the same as the thumb

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: One cannot insert his thumb into the car ignition
switch.

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: One cannot insert his thumb into the car ignition
switch.

PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: You can’t use your thumb to insert keys into the car
ignition switch.

PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: A thumb is not used to insert keys into a car ignition
switch

Statement 1: She was met with an accident and was rushed to the hospital Statement 2: She was met with
an accident and was rushed to the library Nonsensical statement: Statement 2.

Model Output
CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The library is closed to the public

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: She was met with an accident and was rushed to the
library

WT5–CT Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: She was met with an accident and was rushed to the
hospital 1 explanation:

WT5 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: .

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The library is not the only place where a person can
have an accident.

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: A library is not a hospital.
PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: A library is not a hospital.
PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: A library is not a hospital.

Statement 1: She came off sailing across the pacific ocean Statement 2: She came off walking across the
pacific ocean Nonsensical statement: Statement 2.

Model Output
CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: She came off sailing across the pacific ocean

(CT, eCT50)
Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: She came off sailing across the pacific ocean Sailing
across the pacific ocean Sailing across the pacific ocean Sailing across the pacific ocean
Sailing across the pacific ocean Sailing across the pac [. . . ]

WT5–CT Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: She came off sailing across the pacific ocean Sentence
1:

WT5 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: .

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: A person can’t be sailing and walking at the same
time.

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: sailing is not the same as walking
PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: Sailing and walking are two different things.
PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: sailing is not the same as walking

Statement 1: Leena daily eats two bananas which are good for health. Statement 2: Leena eats almost
1000 bananas daily as his morning breakfast. Nonsensical statement: Statement 2.

Model Output

CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: Leena eats two bananas a day which are good for
health.

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: Bananas are good for health and you can’t eat them in
the morning.

WT5–CT Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: Leena daily eats two bananas which are good for
health 1 explanation:

WT5 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: .

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: Leena daily eats two bananas which are good for
health. is same as Leena eats almost 1000 bananas daily as his morning breakfast

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The bananas are good for health.

PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The bananas are not good for health, they are good for
health.

PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The bananas are good for health.
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Statement 1: The fire will burn you if you touch it. Statement 2: The fire will cool you if you touch it.
Nonsensical statement: Statement 2.

Model Output
CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The fire will burn you if you touch it.

(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The fire will burn you if you touch it and will cool
you if you touch it

WT5–CT Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The fire will burn you if you touch it.
WT5 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: the fire will burn you if you touch it.

(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The fire will burn you is not the same as the fire that
will cool you.

(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The fire will burn you if you touch it
PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: Fire can’t burn you
PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 2. NLE: The fire will burn you.

Statement 1: Salsa is for hair Statement 2: Brushes are for hair Nonsensical statement: Statement 1.
Model Output
CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: Salsa is for hair
(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: Salsa is for hair
WT5–CT Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: SENTENCE 1:
WT5 Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: :
(PT, CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: Brushes are for hair is not the same as a Salsa
(PT, CT)–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: Salsa is for hair

PT–(CT, eCT50) Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: Brushes are for hair is a rephrasing of brushes are for
hair.

PT–CT–eCT50 Prediction: Statement 1. NLE: Salsa is for hair
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